DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

The manufacturer or his authorized representative established in the Community

BELL SPORTS INC
1 RUE NECKER — BP 15
42001 SAINT ETIENNE CEDEX1 FRANCE

Declares that the PPE described hereafter:

Make: GIRO
Model name GH162 – CADEN
Type: helmet for pedal cyclists and for users of skateboards and roller skates

Is in conformity with the Provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and, where such is the cases, with the national standard transposing harmonized standard N° PR- EN 1078:2012 +A1

And

Is identical to the PPE which is subject of EC certificate of conformity
N° 182310044/AA/00
issued by

TELEFICATION SA
Edisonstraat 12A
6902 PK Zevenaar
The Netherlands

Done in SAINT ETIENNE, France on August 05th 2019

Marie-Pierre MOINE
European Operations Mgr
Bell Sports Inc.